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Inspection Summary

Inspectio9 conducted June 13-31, 1992 (Reports
No. 50-454/92013(DRS); No. 50-455/92013(DRS))
Areas _Inroectedi Routine announced inspection of engineering and
technical support (E&TS) activities to determine if design
changes and modifications were effectively controlled and
implemented. Inspection Procedure 37700 was used during the
inspection.
Aesults: Overall performance in the areas inspected showed that '

,

the licensee vas effective in meeting the safety objectives
regarding E&TS. No significant strengths or weaknesses were
identified. Madification packages had appronriate 10 CFR 50.59
reviews and post-modification testing report (Section 3.1.2).Minor weaknesses were identified in plannir aodification work
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Inspection Summary 2

(Section 3.1.2.1), and in the limited system experience level of
engineering personnel along with an apparent lack of supervisory
involvement (Section 3.3.2). One unresolved issue was identified
concerning the out-of-service status of the Unit 1 and 2 chemical
-volume control system positive displacement pump and the boron
thernal regeneration system (Section 3.5). Tio open items were
closed out (Sections'2.1 and 2.2).
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DETAILS

1.0 Principal Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company

+ M. Burgess, Technical Superintendent
+ R. Colglazier, Compliance Engineer
+ W. Grundmann, Nuclear Quality Programs Superintendent
+ P. Johnson, Technical Staff Supervisor

P. O'Neill, Assirtant-Technical Staff Supervisor
+ B. Pirnat, OPEX Ad.zinictrator
+ G. Schwartz, Production Superintendent
+ D. St. Clair, Engineering Nuclear Construction Project Manager
+ T. Tillmann, Auxiliary Systems Group Leader
+ E. Zittle, NRC Coordinator

Sarcent and Lundy Enaineers

+ R. Goetzke, Mechanical Field Coordinator
M. Leutloff, Project Manager

iU. S. Nuclear Reculatory Commissio_n_

+ C. Brown, Resident Inspector
v F. Jablonski, Section Chief, Maintenance and Outages Section

W. Kropp, Senior :tesident Inspector

Denotes those present at the exit meeting on July 31, 1992.+

Other persons were contacted as a matter of course during the k
inspection.

2.0 Licensee Action on Previous Insocction Findinas
c

2.1 (Closed) Violation (454/90002-01 (DRS)):

This violation was about lack of a documented investigation and,
i

justification for leaking essential service water containment I
isolation valves 1SX016A and 1SX027A. The licensee _ responded to-
the violation in a letter dated May 25, 1990. To prevent
recurrence, the Review of Plant Operation (ROPO) Meeting _was
established tc document the-decision making process as it
pertained to equipment operability. The inspectors reviewed the
associated documentatiori and action taken; no further concerns
were noted. This item is closed.

2.2 (Closed) Violation (455/90003-01 ( DRSI ).:

This violation was about not taking appropriate action to
preclude recurrence of zero shifts and calibration drifts-(a
potential loss of fill-oil condition as identified by NRC
Bulletin 90-01)-encountered on Rosemount Models 1153 and 1154.
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transmitters, specifically, steam generator 2A pressure
transmitter 2PT-MSO41. The licensee responded to the violation-

| in a letter dated May 25, 1990, and stated that_ pressure
i transmitter 2PT-MSO41 had been replaced on May 16, 1990. The
; inspectors reviewed the associated documentation, which included
' the response to NEC Bulletin 90-01 dated July 20, 1990; no

further concerns were noted. This item is-closed.
;

3.0 . introduction
4 The purpose of this inspection was to evaluate the effectiveness
j of the engineering and technical support (E&TS) organization in
4 the performance of routine and reactive site activities,

including the identification and resolution of technical issues,

and problems. This inspection focused on system engineering _
,

j functions, such as, operability evaluations,-equipment trending,
1 technical problem resolution, engineering support to other plant-
' departments, development and review of plant procedures and
} processes, and temporary d? sign change activities for the
i following categories:
!

Extent and quality of E&TS involvement in site activities.

Self-assessment and improvement initiatives.

; E&TS organizational structure and responsibilities.
i
j Excent and effectiveness of site E&TS communications.
!
3 The criteria used to assess the E&TS performance was quality of
; technical work produced, understanding of plant design, and
j proactive involvement.
;

j 3.1 Extent and Ouality of E&TS Involvement in Sita
; Activities
:

! _Overall, the extent and quality of the E&TS involvement in site
activities was good. A review of E&TS activities associated with

'

; licensee event reports (LERs), modification packages, temporary
~

alterations (Temp Alts) ,_ and NRC information notices (ins)
; indicated that the identification, resolution, prevention of
| recurring deficiencies, and correction of adverse trends were
; satisfactorily addressed by E&TS.

3.1.1 Events
!

j Few events occurred that resulted in LERs during the_1991 and
: 1992 time period. A review of these LERs indicated that no

adverse trends were present. The licensee took prompt and
effective corrective action in the identification and resolution

,|- of these events. The inspectors had no concerns in:this area,
i
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3.1.2 Modification Packaaes

No significant concerns were identified with the modification
,

packages reviewed. Modification package contents, 10 CFR 50.59
safety evaluation reviews, and post-modification tests were
adequate. Plant prioritization of modification packages was
good. The modification selection process was controlled by the
Station Modification Review Committee. The modifications were,

i sorted by applicability and importance so that modifications most
i important to improve public safety, personnel safety, and system
,' performance were performed.
,

| 3.1.2.1 Modification Planninq

!

j Pre-planning of modification work activities prior to
j impjumentation of work appeared weak. For example, the
; centrifugal charging pump (CCP) minor plant change M6-2-90-679,
| " Change Seal Hcusing Seal Injection Right Angle Fittings," could
; not be completed because pipe bend radius dimensions could not be
| achieved. In addition, prior to modification testing of

M6-0-86-173-A1, " Fuel Handling Building Fan Flow Alarm," for the'

Auxiliary Building Damper 62Y Flow Alarm Relay, the.on-site
_

! review process did not pickup errors in the establishment of low
j and high alarm set points prior to the alarm module calibration.

[ 3 .2.2 Temograrv Modifications

Fev temperary _terations (Temp Alts) were utilizad in the plant.:

{ Of une 22 L'us Alts installed at the end of the inspection, only
i four were sats'y related and all were installed during 1992. The
e safety related temp Alts were installed due to failed or damaged
| components and required an outage for removal. All Temp Alts
| greater than six months old were identified as non-safety
; related. The licensee had taken adequate correct've actions for
| Temp Alt removal. The inspectors had no concerns in this area.
t

i 3.1.3 Intearation of Outside Information
I
j Evaluations and corrective actions for ins were very timely. A
i review of ins for the last two years indicated that evaluations

were conducted when received and were not treated as backlog.i

! The corporate and site staff were effective in sorting,
! assigning, and tracking ins. Those ins requiring corrective
| action were entered'into the licensee's correct'ive action system.
! As a result,_ good _ corrective actions were implemented to prevent
: the occurrence of problems reported in-1N 87-04, " Diesel-
! Generator Fails Test Because of Degraded. Fuel," IN 90-80, " Sand
! Intrusion Resulting'in-Two Diesel Generators'Becoming
| -Inoperable," IN 91-13, " Inadequate Testing of Emergency Diesel
| Generators," and 91-46, " Degradation of Emergency Diesel

Generator Fuel Oil Delivery. System." The corrective actions-i

implemented to maintain the quality of diesel-fuel-was extensive-,

:
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and went beyond the guidance given in the ins. This included
: filtering of the diesel fuel to specifications that exceeded
f initial requirements and cleaning diesel tanks prior to the

assigned preventive maintenance schedule. In addition, diesel,

| fuel oil monthly test parameters were consistently trended to
: proviae an advanced indication for out-of-specification diesel
| fuel.

3.2 Self-Assessment & Improvement Initiatives

j 3.2.1 _Self-Assessment
;

; Overall, the self-assessment and improvement initiatives were
: good. The overall self-assessment activities at the plant were
! extensive. A review of the activities associated with the
| various groups indicated that, where necessary, corrective-
| actions were planned or had been implemented.
1

! 3.2.1.1 Onsite Nuclear Safety (ONS)
|

The ONS group performed good assessments of plant engineering
safe issues. This group was proactiv2 with new initiatives to

j better assess the plant. For example, the ONE group recently
{ performed several studies before ane after outargos to assess

shutdown risk. The reports issued for these assessments were<

in-depth assessments of shutdown risks and were. implemented into4

j the plants outage schedule.

3.2.1.2 Nuclear Ouality Pro!"ams (NOP) a

The NQP group performed good engineering assessments of E&TS.

' activities. Audits were detailed and performance based.
Expertise from other Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) sites was,

used to improve the depth of audits. Performance based auditing,

| and advanced performance based auditing training-was being
provided to the staff. One area of concern was that no guidance,

j existed to ensure that individuals assigned to NQP-(normal
j rotation of three to five years) would not be returned tc the
i area that the individuals initially came from upon completion of
; the NQP rotation. If this practice were to occur during'NQP
j rotations the individuals' objectivity may be.affected. However,
L the inspectors determined that for-the past two years no one was
i returned to their previous job upon completion of the NQP
i rotation.
,

' 3.2.1.3 Reculatory Assurance (RA)

| The RA group performed many activities that contributed to the
self-assessment area. For example, the Byron Excellence Revlek,

: Team (BERT) identified common causal factors for station events.
! BERT evaluated 114 events over a seven and orie-half month period
j and identitled five major symptoms and two major causal factors,
,
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which were written content and document usage. Corrective
.

~

actions were being taken to resolve these causal factors. One
example was tne establishment of the " Procedure Usage Review
Committee" to assess problems related to procedure usage,
adherence, and other concerns. This committee was forming a
" Procedure Usage Task Force" to look into how procedures can be
made better and easier to use.

3.2.1.4 Field Monitor Reports (FMRs)

The licensee's self-assessment proceus was effectivo in that
training and personnel qualification problers were discovered
with the FMR process. The inspectors found the same problems, '

but were nrt initially aware of the licensee's findings. The
licensee showed that these problems and other problems had been
found during the "NQP Field ~1onitor Consistency Review."
Corrective actions to addresc these problems had been recently
incorporated into NQP Instruction 22, "Use of Field Monitoring
Program," Revision 4, and was being reviewed for implementation
during the inspection period.

3.2.1.5 Effectiveness Reviews (ERs)

ERs were done by the ONS and RA groups to ensure that corrective s

actions were in place and effective. The ERs included the sites
actions for significant operating experience reports (SOERs),
significant event reports (SERs), ins, and other documents. A
review of ERs indicated that corrective actions wrre being well,

assessed and ERs were kept vpen until the corrective actions were
adequate.

3.2.2 Initiatives

3.2.2.1 Root Cause Evaluations

Root cause evaluations were being-performed. For-example, human
per'armance evaluation system (HPES) assessments were-detailed

..ments,-which determined the_ root causes of problems. Inass
addition, during the past year approximately 100 of the plant_

staff had attended the four day MPES root cause analysis
training. This effort was in preparation of the " Integrated
Reporting Program" (IRP). The licensee was.in the process of
moving their multiple tracking systems into the-IRP so that data
could more easily be evaluated and trended for root cause.

5.
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; 3.2.2.2 Customer Survey

|

The inspectors reviewed the " Technical Services Customer Survey,";

' which was considered a proactive activity to determine how the

| other departments perceived technical services' performance. The
i technical services organization was comprised of quality control,
: technical staff, chemistry, RA, and radiation protection
4 departments. The results of the survey indicated that technical
! services had provided good support to other departments, however,

'

there were areas which needed improvement as indicated by the'4

numerous comments. The inspectors detecteu a weakness with the
j overall skill level and knowledge of some system engineers, which
: was supported by the survey comments. This weakness is discussed-

} further in Section 3.3.2. The licensee evaluated each comment
; and used the results to develop areas of improvement in all-

technical services departments. Improvements were identified and:

j appropriate corrective actions were being implemented. A
i followup survey is scheduled for the fall of 1992 to measure
! success of the corrective actions.
4

i 3.2.2.3 Performance Monitorina

The inspectors considered the formation of the performance p
monitoring g .ap as an effective activity. The group's trending |4

programs appeared to ne effectivn. For example, a pre-failure
was identified and one misced ra11ure identification was noted.<

| During a surveillance in February 1392 on motor 1CC-01PA, a high
; vibration reading was identified and continued to increase during

March 1992. Further invectigation concluded that during.

; performance of maintenance the pump / motor alignme.it was altered.
' The pump was realigned and some pump components were replaced,-
| which caused the pump bearing vibration levels to return to i
; norma). Trending of temperatures and pressures for the
i extraction steam lines failed to detect a leak'in the Unit 2
| extraction steam bellows; however, the problem was discovered and
! corrected during the February through April 1992 outage.
;

, 3.3 E&TF Oraanizational Structure. Responsibilities. ji
4 Experience Level
.

i

3.3.1 Orcanizational Structure & Responsibilities
t

i Overall, the E&TS organization staffing levels,-structure, and
responsibilities were good. System engineer experience levels
and technical capabilities appeared adequate. . The system
engineers interviewed, for their experience level, appeared

'

'

competent, well motivattd, and adequately trained.
Engineering evaluations and technical problem resolutions were
adequate. The system engineers had a sense of ownership and,

; accountability for assigned systems. The majority-of the systems
engineers were actively involved in the preventive and predictive

,

j. maintenance aspects of asci ned systems. Based on interviews and
,
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review of system notebooks the syetem engineers were well awarc
of the maintenance activities being performed on assigned
systems. The inspectors nad no significant concerns in this
area.

The work activities of the system engineering groups appeared to
be well organized. Knrk backlog was tracked via tua nuclear
tracking system (NTS), modification tracking ciatem, personnel
lists, a schedule board, and the individual engineers to-do
licts. The group leaders prioritized the work and appeared to
complete high priority work first.

3.3.2 Low Syster_ Experience Level
,

As of the period ending July 7, 1992, only seven of 19 bigh
itepact safety related systems were accigned to system engineers
with two years of system experience. The inspectors noted that
the licensee's past practice was to change system engineer
assignments without allowing adequate time for development of
system knowledge and e: perience. The " Technical Services
Customer Survey," also questioned the adequacy of the system
engineers knowledge base and expertise. As a result of the

'

survey comments, in July 1992, the licensee issued a department
J Policy (Technical Staff Memo Nc. 900-03) regarding the experience

level requirements for the 19 high impact safety related systems.
This policy attempted to increase the experience level of
assigned personnel to a minimum of one year of nuclear experience
pricc to system assignment and attempted to maintain system
engineer assignments for a minimum of two years before
reassignment to another system.

The inspectors accompanied system engineers during walkdowns of
the component cooling water (CC), chemical voluna and control
(CV), and chilled water (WO) systems. The system engineers
appeared to possess adequate general system knowledge; however,
some weaknesses werge noted with the specific ~ knowledge level of
some system engineers. For example, one system engineer was not
aware of the purpcse of a thermal expansion pipe configuration
(pipe loop) or of system valves that were specifically designated
to carry out emergency operating procedures (EOP). A review of
FMRs indicated that group leads and technical staff supervisors
seldom accompanied system engineers during the performance of
surveillance and other activities. NQP personnel confirmed this
situation. The lack of in-plant supervision and oversite may
have contributed to the weaknesses noted.
3.4 Extent and Effectiveness of Site E&TS Communications

Overall, the extent and effectiveness of site E&TS communications
was considered good. There was interactive communication between
the system engineers, maintenance staff, performance monitoring
group, engineering nuclear construction (ENC), site NQP, and

7
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corporate NQP. There was information exchanged with other CECO
sites to improvo data evaluation and obtain improved techniques
in equipment tracking and trending.

All system engineer's interviewed were aware of their
counterparts at the Braidwood station and communicated with these 3
individuals on a routine basis. The system engineers routinely
interacted with the various departments, such as, electrical,
maintenance, performance monitoring, operations, ENC groups
during surveillance and modification activities.

The inspectors considered the " Byron Tecnnical Staff Monthly
Report" as an effective way to document and disseminate staff
communications. The inspectors learned that as a result of the
licensee's customer survey, the monthly reporh was developed and
implemented to nurture organizational awareness. This report
ider.tified all technical support crjanization activities, such
as, significant events, technical issues, task force summaries,
administration data (training, excess hours worked), ALARA
performance, budget performance, and nuclear tracking system
performance.

Communications were good between the site NQP and corporate NQP.
The groups had established a daily morning conference call to
follow significant nuclear safety issues and to initiate actions
as required to address those issues.

Quarterly meetings were held between the Byron and other CECO e
plant IN coordinators. In addition, the system engineers and
regulatory assurance IN coordinator were communicating with other
CECO sites to find the best corrective actions for ins.
3.5 Operatina With Eauipment Administrativelv ReLaved From

Service Without Adecuate Technical-Justificatiqn

The Unit 1 and 2 chemical volume control system (CVCS) positive
displacement pump (PDP) and boron thermal-regeneration system
(BTRS), have been administratively taken out-of-service and
isolated for-an extended period of time. Current operating
practice is to operate without the PDP and BTRS. The inspectors
concluded that this action was a facility change and that the -

-licensee had operated the plant systems in a different manner
than described in the updated-final safety analysis report. The
licensee had not prepared a written safety evaluation pursuant to
10 CFR 50.59, but described and approved the administrative
controls used to take tne PDP and BTRS out-of-service in
OSR 92-088 dated July 7, '1992, and OSR 92-034 dated April 30,
1992, respectively. This concern is considered unresolved
pending.further NRC review (454/455-92013-01(DRS)). This item
will be followed and addressed by the Braidwood Senior Reside..u
Inspector.y

3
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3.6 Unresolved Items

i An unresolved item is a matter about which more information is
required in order to ascertain whether it is an acceptable item,
an open item, a deviation, or a violation.- An unresolved item
remaining open during this inspection was discussed in
Paragraph 3.5.

4.0 Exit Meetina

The Region III inspectors met with the licensee's representatives
(denoted in Paragraph 1) during the inspection period and at the
conclusion of the inspection on July 31, 1992. The inspectors>

summarized the scope and results of the inspection findings. The
inspectors discussed the likely content of the inspection report
with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the inspectors.
The licensee acknowledged _the information and did not indicate

'
that any of the information disclosed during the inspection could '

be considered proprietary in nature.
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